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THE STORY OF MACAW KAKAU: FROM ROOT TO BAR
This month we have a special brief on a topic that resonates with our mission of conservation of the
planet: agroforestal systems. We discuss, promote and share such an interesting concept because it
is simple and important for everyone in the agriculture business. An agroforestal system is, as it’s
name suggests, the coexistence of space and resources of a forest system and a plantation of
another species, usually for agricultural purposes. It seeks:
1. Conservation and rehabilitation of soil
2. Conservation of present biodiversity
3. Give value and durability to a project, where mankind and the forest coexist realistically
In our grounds, we have planted cacao and today our chocolate brand Macaw Kakau is one of the
projects that we pride the most in. Our cacao plantation also shares grounds with other fruits such
as guava and plantain. The physical space to generate income for farmers is created, but the idea is
taken farther: respecting the forest and leaving space for other trees, in order for the earth to have
a balance. Macaw aspires to create a cooperative in the área and soon be a sustainability
connection to neighbors, eventually part of the Rainforest Alliance.

Our workers in the farm have the knowledge of all involved methods: grafting, plantation,
maintainance and harvesting. The brand of chocolate Macaw Kakau has exponentially grown and
this collaborative effort would not have been accomplished without all of our team’s dedication.
Today, Yorleny from nearby town las Delicias creates our artesanal chocolate bars with full on

passion, working the know how and her hands until each product has its unique flavor and color.
Soon, Stephanie will lead and welcome guests to our chocolate factory, also located in the town of
las Delicias. In an old fashioned container, the history and experience of chocolate making will be
provided to those interested in visiting us!
We will be participating in Costa Rica's annual chocolate fair in San José the weekend of June 8th
to the 10th. Make sure to join us and visit our
stand: https://www.facebook.com/events/135879417245851/
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